Researchers Share Healthcare Innovations Worth Spreading | BRUTx

Hundreds of staff, faculty and students attended the 2015 CCTS Annual Scientific Meeting, BRUTx: Innovation, Implementation and Impact in Translational Science, to hear a handful of scientists discuss life-saving apps, the cure for diabetes, how a village in Ethiopia is changing the world's approach to public health, and more.

The TEDx-styled event can now be virtually attended on the CCTS website's BRUTx page, which includes full videos of all 11 presentations, a press release covering the event, and a social media log of the discussion from the day.

Read the press release | Watch the presentations

RFA: Patient Safety Advancement Grant

The CCTS and the Ohio State Wexner Medical Center are pleased to announce the Patient Safety Advancement Grant Project RFA.

This is a program to help develop grass roots involvement in advancing patient safety through ideas generated by Wexner Medical Center faculty, staff, and residents. | Deadline to submit abstracts is November 16, 2015

Get more information and submit an application

Eagle-i at Ohio State: A Resource Discovery Tool

Ohio State now has access to eagle-i, a resource discovery tool built by Harvard University to facilitate translational science research.

Using eagle-i’s free software, researchers can collect and share information about
Using eagle-i’s free software, researchers can collect and share information about their research resources, giving scientists everywhere access to one of the largest collections of information about core facilities, iPS cell lines, and other valuable, unique and rare scientific resources in the world.

Access eagle-i | Add or update a resource

RFA: CCTS KL2 Mentored Career Development Grant

The CCTS Education & Training Program is seeking applicants for the 2015 KL2 Career Development Grant.

This is a program to support the career development of investigators who have made a commitment to conduct either patient-oriented or translational research.

Applications for KL2 awards are due November 2, 2015.

Get more information about the KL2 awards

RFA: Davis Bremer Pre-K Mentored Career Development Grant

The CCTS and COM Office of Research are seeking applicants for the 2015 Pre-K Davis Bremer Pre-K Career Development Award.

This program is designed to support OSUWMC physicians with principal investigator status who are committed to conducting patient-oriented or translational research.

Applications for Davis Bremer awards are due November 2, 2015.

Get more information about the Davis Bremer RFA

Pragmatic Clinical Trials Network

The Pragmatic Clinical Trials Network (PCTN) is a partnership between the Division of General Internal Medicine (GIM), the Clinical Trials Management Office, and the CCTS at Ohio State.

The PCTN was developed to provide researchers with access to an infrastructure and mechanisms for implementing clinical trials in the GIM primary care clinics.

Learn more

Office of Research Names Two CCTS Members with Prestigious Awards

The Office of Research has awarded former CCTS pilot awardee Robert Lee, PhD, with the Innovator of the Year award and former CCTS KL2 awardee
Melissa Bailey, OD, PhD, with the *Early Career Innovator of the Year* award.

Congratulations to Dr. Lee and Dr. Bailey.

Read more

---

**RFA: Core Services Voucher Program**

The CCTS Core Services Voucher Program will award OSU and NCH investigators with vouchers worth up to $4,000 in eligible core services per investigator and per project.

Researchers can request the voucher service through the Computerized Research Record (CoRR) service request system, which will begin the process. All researchers with approved requests will work with the core service staff to complete the process and receive their voucher award.

Get more information and submit a request

---

**Conducting Phase 1 Clinical Trials at Ohio State**

The CCTS, Clinical Trials Management Office, Neurosciences Institute, and Comprehensive Cancer Center have partnered to create a new video about the benefits and resources available to researchers and pharmaceutical companies who conduct their Phase 1 Clinical Trials at The Ohio State University.

As one of the largest land grant universities in the country, Ohio State has access to 5 major hospitals, 7 health sciences colleges, and a diverse patient population consisting of more than 57,000 patient admissions and 1.6 million outpatient visits annually.

Watch the video

---

**Save the Date for Upcoming Tools of the Trade Programs**

The CCTS Education & Training Program would like to encourage interested researchers to save the dates for the next two Tools of the Trade programs.

- February 3, 2016 - Tools of the Trade: Precision Medicine
- May 10, 2016 - Tools of the Trade: Rare Diseases

Visit the Tools of the Trade video archive

---

**Electronic Data Capture Training**
The CCTS, in coordination with the Department of Biomedical Informatics, is conducting an "Intro to REDCap" training session on **Friday, October 30, 2015, from 9:00 - 10:00am in Prior Hall, Room 240**.

REDCap training sessions are also made available online via WebEx.

**Get more information and register online**

---

**Research Development and Grant Writing Newsletter**

The OSU Office of Research provides a campus-wide subscription to a **Research Development and Grant Writing Newsletter** (OSU login required).

The October 2015 issue includes assistance with planning for narrative synergy, tips for ensuring your proposal has clarity, developing timelines and milestone charts, new funding opportunities and more.

**Read the October 2015 Issue**

---

**New Study Team Lookup Tool**

A new tool is available for researchers to check that study team members have completed the requirements for human, animal and biosafety research.

**Study Team Lookup** displays an individual's training information, PI eligibility status and currently approved status. The tool also allows users to store team member profiles.

Study Team Lookup can be accessed from the ORRP website, Buck-IRB and e-Protocol workspaces.

**Access the Study Team Lookup Tool**

---

**BETHA 2016 Call for Proposals**

All full-time Ohio State faculty from any college or discipline are invited to submit proposals for the annual Battelle Engineering, Technology and Human Affairs (BETHA) Endowment grant competition. Battelle and Ohio State have partnered to foster programs that examine the relationship between science and technology and its impact on broader social and cultural issues.

Typically three to six awards are granted, ranging from $10,000 - $60,000. **The deadline for receipt of proposals is November 24, 2015 at 5:00pm.**

**Find more information**

---

**NCATS e-Newsletter**

Check out the latest NCATS e-Newsletter
that features collaborative proposal opportunities, information about the upcoming NIH Rare Disease Day, data released on drug combinations to treat malaria, and more.

Read the latest NCATS e-Newsletter | NIH Weekly Funding Notice

Read the latest news from ACTS

Read about the latest news in translational science and find out about grant opportunities from the September edition of the Association for Clinical and Translational Science's monthly newsletter, the ACTS Connection.

Read the October edition of the ACTS Connection

Toolkit Resources

The Research Data Repository (RDR) provides Ohio State researchers the ability to perform self-service cohort discovery for research purposes in order to support hypothesis generation, feasibility analysis, and study population enrollment reports.

The RDR is an IRB-approved database and is available for use by Ohio State biomedical research community members (faculty and staff) affiliated with the OSU Wexner Medical Center and/or one of the seven OSU health sciences colleges: Dentistry, Medicine, Nursing, Optometry, Pharmacy, Public Health, and Veterinary Medicine.

Get more information or request a consultation

Electronic Data Capture Training
9:00am - 10:00am | Get more information

Application Deadline: 2015 KL2 Award
11:59pm | Get more information

Application Deadline: 2015 Davis Bremer Award
11:59pm | Get more information
Bioethics Training Webinar Series
7:30am - 10:30am | Get more information

Application Deadline: Patient Safety Advancement Grant
8:00am | Get more information

Bioethics Training Webinar Series
7:30am - 10:30am | Get more information

Electronic Data Capture Training
9:00am - 10:00am | Get more information

Tools of the Trade: Precision Medicine
TBD | Visit the Tools of the Trade Archive

Tools of the Trade: Rare Diseases
TBD | Visit the Tools of the Trade Archive
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